
Book by Cynthia Rylant, illustrated by Suçie Stevenson 

Name_________________________________   Date ___________ 

Write the numbers of the chapters in this book: 

Brave Dog       Chapter ___________ 

The Forever Sea          Chapter ___________ 

To the Beach       Chapter ___________ 

Good-bye Crab     Chapter ___________ 

Funny questions, funny answers! 
1.  In Henry's father's bag were a book about shells, six 

towels, and a _______________________________________ 

2. On the way to the beach, what did Henry's father say 

about a hundred times?  

_____________________________________________________ 

3. Was the ocean waiting for them?   ___________________ 

4. Even though Mudge was not as brave as Henry and his 

father, he still got wet.  What did he look like?  

_____________________________________________________ 

5. What did Henry say about the hot dog his father 

wanted? 

_____________________________________________________ 

6. What did Henry and his father put on top of their sand 

castle? 

______________________________________________________ 

7. In what direction did the crab walk?  _________________ 

8. Because they couldn't have crab for dinner, what did 

they eat? ___________________________________________                                 

                                       
  



Henry and Mudge and the Forever Sea 
Book by Cynthia Rylant, illustrated by Suçie Stevenson 

Name_________________________________   Date ___________ 

 

Write the names of the chapters in this book: 

Brave Dog       Chapter _____3______ 

The Forever Sea          Chapter _____2______ 

To the Beach       Chapter _____1______ 

Good-bye Crab     Chapter _____4______ 

 

Funny questions, funny answers! 

 

1.  In Henry's father's bag were a book about shells, six towels, 

and a  

red rubber lobster. 

2. On the way to the beach, what did Henry's father say about 

a hundred times?   

"Yo-ho-ho" 

3. Was the ocean waiting for them?    

Yes (see page 13) 

4. Even though Mudge was not as brave as Henry and his 

father, he still got wet.  What did he look like?   

A whale with legs 

5. What did Henry say about the hot dog his father wanted? 

"Yuck," said Henry. 

6. What did Henry and his father put on top of their sand 

castle?  

a red rubber lobster 

7. In what direction did the crab walk? 

sideways 

8. Because they couldn't have crab for dinner, what did they 

eat?  

Cherry sno-cones 
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